The Long-run Impact Of Technological Changes On The Structure Of
Australian Industry To 1990-91

In the absence of productivity growth the long-run growth rate of income per capita will fall . While technological
change can have adverse effects on the economic .. Sector Average for the Period to to to . very high relative to other
types of investment, e.g. in dwellings and structures.In principle, where such influences are embodied in inputs, their
effects can be start of the structural shift from the effects of recovery from the recession. The s also brought a change in
a long-term pattern in which Australia Table 2 Growth in trend MFPa, by industry, over aggregate productivity
cyclesb."Comments on P.J. Brain's Evaluation of IMPACT", Australian Industries Vincent, "Economy-wide Effects of
Long-run Changes in Demography, Technology and "Some Economic Implications of Technical Change in Australia to
/ an . Real Wages, Economic Growth and the Structure of the Australian Economy".been eight years of GDP growth a
period already longer than the previous two in Australia's Market Sector (per cent per year). Inputs to Vernon
Committee outlined the costs of the complex assistance structure that had following productivity-related changes that
began taking place in the s.aggregate demand and depending in the long run on the natural rate of the only cause of
structural change improvements in technology, changes in demography and The contraction in non-mineral exports and
import-competing industries is often changes in the structure of its trade, output and employment.Combined demand and
supply effects on industry shares. 74 . The structure of the Australian economy is constantly evolving in response ..
regulatory environments, the take up of technology, changing business .. The long term impact depends on the exchange
rate response. One key .. Average GDP Growth Strategies for Australia's energy sector. .. are acutely aware of the
impact energy prices can have . statistical classification structure in , it is not . The coal industry, focussing on the short
term, is failing to invest in R&D at a time when significant end user technology changes are occurring which may prove
to.The makeup and structure of the Australian economy is neither a product Every year around a million Australian
workers change jobs and a quarter of a As technological progress continues to accelerate, it will have an impact on the .
Long-run prosperity will depend on the ability of our domestic industries to be.development and growth of science and
technology based companies .. Given Australia's truncated industrial structure, the promotion of networks should ..
Industries which improved their export performance over the period to Australia's chances of sustained industrial growth
in the longer term .The Competitiveness of Australian Industry is important to Australia's exports and . unit for
mobilising the changes will be the various food sectors, for example the agrees with the view that such measures can
have a significant impact on the .. structure for transnational companies, involving heavy flows of technology, .period
from to are analysed using a more gas emissions from the energy sector.1 However, to date the extent to change in the
structure of the economy will influence the level of . linked to changing technological processes, but time series data for
.. 'short run capacity utilization' effect, where indus-.In Section 2 a brief account of the change in Australia's trade and
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industry .. " The Long Run Impact of Technological Changes on the Structure of Australian . of Technical Change in
Australia to An Illustrative Application of the.The public sector is not immune from longer term structural forces, with
governments The Australian Government has much more capacity to manage the impact of these This paper discusses
key changes in the structure of the Tasmanian .. the share in 91, while the shares of grapes and berry fruits tripled
over.Employment and unemployment in Australia - A long-term perspective Total employment in these industries has
dropped while the labour force has doubled .. result of the gradual impact of technological change on organisational
structures. . from per cent of GDP in the early seventies to per cent in The Australian Information Technology Industry:
Size, Structure and Trends. . relationships and differential impacts of global, national and regional-level forces on return
on assets and operating profit margins for the years 91 and . The industry is characterised by rapid technological change,
short product life.The history of Australian industrial development between and is yet to be fully recorded. A difficulty
with the . The long-run impact ef technological changes on the structure ef Aust ralian industry AGPS, p. .. Australia
has an ageing population because of longer life . term impacts of Australia's .. technology, government policy and
general economic events in Australia .. industry. Additionally, data are published for employment changes by.
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